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Europe seen from Outside: Europe and Its Role in the World
European integration is a success model without precedent. The biggest internal
market in the world and the strength of the European currency signify that the EU is
an “economic giant“ (Henry Kissinger) that continues to grow. The attractiveness of
the European integration for non-EU-members still is enormous as the list of
countries – in the Balkans and in former states of the Soviet Union – willing to join the
EU shows. An obvious and astonishing discrepancy exists between the interior view
of the Europeans, who become more and more aware of their strength, and the
exterior view on Europe, which in manifold respects turns out to be more critical.
European trade policy is perceived as unfair and protectionist by developing
countries; European agricultural policy is an exclusive example of regulatory policy.
At the same time, the European’s commitment is perceived as too little regarding
peace making and peace keeping missions in global trouble spots. The odds of
European foreign policy are an essential characteristic for the outside.
This Jean Monnet lecture aims at a clear outside view on Europe on the basis of
academic insights. Economic dynamics and political perspectives need to be
developed in equal measure to sustainably strengthen Europe’s importance.
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